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Abstract – .
Autonomous robot navigation in partially observable environments is a complex task because the state of the environment can not
be completely determined only by the current sensory readings of a robot. This work uses the recently introduced paradigm for
training recurrent neural networks (RNNs), called reservoir computing (RC), to model multiple navigation attractors in partially
observable environments. In RC, the RNN with randomly generated fixed weights, called reservoir, projects the input into a
high-dimensional dynamic space. Only the readout output layer is trained using standard linear regression techniques, and in
this work, is used to approximate the state-action value function. By using a policy iteration framework, where an alternating
sequence of policy improvement (samples generation from environment interaction) and policy evaluation (network training)
steps are performed, the system is able to shape navigation attractors so that, after convergence, the robot follows the correct
trajectory towards the goal. The experiments are accomplished using an e-puck robot extended with 8 distance sensors in a
rectangular environment with an obstacle between the robot and the target region. The task is to reach the goal through the
correct side of the environment, which is indicated by a temporary stimulus previously observed at the beginning of the episode.
We show that the reservoir-based system (with short-term memory) can model these navigation attractors, whereas a feedforward
network without memory fails to do so.
Keywords – reservoir computing, reinforcement learning, robot navigation .
1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robot navigation systems have been modeled under several different types of techniques. The traditional robotics
approach is based on probabilistic methods for robot localization, which seeks to solve the Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping (SLAM) problem [1]. Environment constraints, sensor uncertainty and odometry have to be explicitly modeled in these
systems. On the other hand, navigation systems modeled with computational intelligence techniques, such as neural networks
and evolutionary systems, offer an alternative to modeling unknown environments without the need to know a priori information
of the task or environment and can inherently deal with noisy environments [2, 3].
In particular, navigation tasks frequently need to be solved under the assumption that the state of the environment is par-
tially observable, where the robot does not know the complete state of the environment just by reading its current sensors, such
as its position in the environment. This is usually referred in the literature as a partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDPs). Thus, the navigation system requires additional sources of information for building the complete state of the en-
vironment, such as using wheel encoders to estimate the traveled distance and the current robot position. Instead of explicitly
modeling odometry, the works in [4, 5] show that a recurrent neural network (RNN) can detect the location of the robot in a
supervised or unsupervised way by using an emerging computing paradigm called Reservoir Computing (RC) [6].
In Reservoir Computing, a parameterized dynamical system is used to project the input signal into a high-dimensional non-
linear state-space. This dynamical system should possess a fading memory and it is most commonly implemented as a randomly
generated sigmoidal RNN with fixed weights, commonly known as Echo State Networks [7]. Other forms of reservoir computing
include: photonic reservoir computing [8], reservoir computing with cellular neural/nonlinear networks [9] and liquid state
machine for spiking neural networks [10]. The advantage in RC is that only the readout output layer is trained, usually by
employing standard linear regression methods, whereas the recurrent reservoir weights are left fixed. The advantages of RNN
training with RC over traditional methods such as Backpropagation-Through-Time are: training is fast and convergence to the
global optimum is guaranteed.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) rules are based on a reward signal r[t], which represents the outcome (i.e., success or failure)
of a learning trial. In immediate reinforcement learning, the reward signal is given at every timestep and is usually computed as
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the distance to the goal. On the other hand, for RL methods with delayed reward signals the outcome is given only at the end of a
trial. Whereas in the former case hints are given in every moment, the latter case defines a very less informative reward function
which can delay the learning process, although it is more biologically plausible. RL algorithms such as Q-learning [?] learns an
action value function Q(s, a) which indicates the utility of an action a in a state s. It tries to maximize the mean expected future
reward by using a value iteration update rule. Whereas these rules are applied in an online fashion, in fitted Q iteration [14] the
Q(s, a) is learned in batch mode with supervised learning techniques such as linear regression and artificial neural networks.
RC-based systems are usually trained in a supervised way. Some works in the literature use RC in a Reinforcement Learning
(RL) framework to model partially observable environments [11,12]. In [12], an ESN with multiple outputs in the readout layer,
each one corresponding to the value of a discrete action, are trained online via a SARSA update [13] rule, whereas in [11], an
ESN with one output representing the value function for a state-action input pair is trained in an iterative batch-mode way. Both
works consider partially observable environments, but while [12] applies to discrete-world tasks, [11] consider more complex
control tasks such as the acrobot swing-up task [13].
Function approximators are typically used to model the state-action value function in complex problems where the state space
is continuous, and in most cases a ǫ-greedy policy on the value function is used for selecting the optimal action, where ǫ defines
the probability of selecting random actions for exploration of the state space. In particular, sample-based methods like fitted Q
iteration [14] and least-squares policy iteration [15] are efficient batch-mode training methods for modeling the state-action value
function using function approximators. They collect samples as tuples (st, at, rt, st+1), where st is the state at time t; and st+1
is the next state after executing action at on state st and receiving the reward rt, by interacting directly to the environment using
either totally random actions or a ǫ-greedy policy. The dataset composed of samples are iteratively used for batch training.
This work uses a similar approach as [11]. In that work, an ESN is used to model non-Markovian environments in control
tasks such as the mountain car problem and the acrobot swing-up task. It uses a dynamical system, the reservoir, to convert
a non-Markovian state to a approximate Markovian state representation embedded in the high-dimensional state-space of the
reservoir. Specifically, the current work uses an ESN to model partially observable environments in robot navigation problems.
The experiments are performed using an e-puck robot with 8 distance sensors in a rectangular environment with an obstacle
between the robot and the target region. The task of the robot is to reach the goal through the correct side of the environment.
A temporary stimulus at the beginning of the episode indicates which side of the environment the robot should use. So, to
successfully perform the task, the navigation system must have some sort of short-term memory.
In the proposed setup, the ESN is iteratively trained in batch mode to approximate the state-action value function given as
input 8 distance sensors, the action and an additional input which simulates the temporary stimulus. Experimental results show
that after an initial exploration period and a sequence of policy improvements steps, the robot is able to navigate to the goal
circumventing the obstacle through the correct side (determined by the initial stimulus) in a quasi-optimal trajectory. We also
show that the fading memory of the reservoir is essential to model these context-dependent navigation attractors.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview on iterative value approximation is presented as well as the
used reservoir computing architecture. Next, Section 3 introduce the experiments accomplished as well as the corresponding
environments, settings, and associated results. The last section presents conclusions and future work.
2. METHODS
2.1 ITERATIVE POLICY LEARNING ON PARTIALLY OBSERVABLE ENVIRONMENTS
In fitted Q iteration [16], samples in form of tuples (st, at, rt, st+1), t = 1, ..., I are generated from interaction with the
environment and collected in a training dataset. Training the system is done offline using the collected samples under a supervised
learning framework: usually, a regression algorithm is used to learn the state-action value function, by defining the input and the
desired output as follows:
u(t) = (st, at), (1)
yˆ(t) = rt + γ max
a
QˆN−1(st+1, a) (2)
where: st, at and rt are the state, action and reward at time t, respectively; N is the iteration of the training process; and γ
is the discount factor. Using the dataset of input-output pairs (u(t), yˆ(t)), the function QˆN (s, a) is induced with a regression
algorithm.
In this work, we use an Echo State Network (ESN) [7] to model the critic, that is, the Q-value [13] function, in non-Markovian
environments. Given a partially observable state vector s˜ and an action a as input, we want to approximate the expected future
sum of rewards, the Q-value for the pair (˜s, a), using an ESN as approximation method. The randomly generated reservoir in the
ESN can convert non-Markovian state-spaces into Markovian state-spaces due to its characteristic fading memory of previous
inputs. It is similar to fitted Q iteration [14, 16] and least squares policy iteration [15] in that it is based on batch offline training
and approximates the value function in an iterative way.
In [11], the ESN is used in reinforcement learning control tasks such as the mountain car problem and the more complex
acrobot swing-up task. The input to the ESN is a vector u(t) composed of a partially observable state s˜, such as the position of
the car or the joint angles of the acrobot (so, excluding the velocity component), and an action a, and the only output is trained
to approximate the state-action value function.
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Figure 1: Approximate Policy Iteration: Policy improvement + Policy evaluation. The iterative policy learning consists of: gen-
eration of samples by interacting with the environment using a ǫ-greedy policy and the trained architecture (policy improvement);
and of training the architecture (in this case, the ESN) to approximate the state-action value function with a regression algorithm
using the dataset generated during policy improvement. s˜ is a partially observable state, characterizing a non-Markovian task
which should be handled by the ESN architecture.
As we can approximate Qˆ(s˜, a), the desired output yˆ, by a sum of future rewards over a finite time horizon h [11], equations
(1) and (2) can be rewritten, in the case of a non-Markovian environment:
u(t) = (s˜t, at), (3)
yˆ(t) ≈ rt + γrt+1 + γ
2rt+2 + · · · + γ
hrt+h (4)
The training is accomplished in an iterative way and consists of a sequence of policy improvement and policy evaluation
steps (see Fig. 1). During policy improvement, new samples (st, at, rt), t = 1, ..., I are generated using a ǫ-greedy policy and
the trained architecture. I is the number of samples generated during one iteration of the policy improvement stage, which is set
to I = 1000; During policy evaluation, the training input-output pairs (u(t), yˆ(t)), t = 1, ..., E are generated using (3) and (4),
respectively, and the ESN is trained on a subset of the dataset generated through interaction with the environment. This subset
corresponds to a sliding window of samples of size E, such that only the most recent E = 40.000 samples are used for training.
The ESN model and its training method, linear regression, are explained in the following section. During the iterative policy
learning process, the ǫ-greedy policy follows a learning schedule where the exploration is intense at the beginning of the process
and monotonically decreases towards the end of the experiment. This is accomplished by varying ǫ according to a predefined
schedule [11] (given in Section 3.2).
2.2 RESERVOIR COMPUTING
An ESN is composed of a discrete hyperbolic-tangent RNN (i.e., the reservoir) and a linear readout output layer which maps
the reservoir states to the desired output (Fig. 2). In this work, we use leaky integrator nodes [17] in the reservoir, whose state
update equation is given by:
x(t + 1) = (1− α)x(t) + αf(Wresresx(t) + W
res
inpu(t) + W
res
bias). (5)
where: u(t) = [˜s, a] denotes the input at time t, a concatenation of a non-Markovian observation s˜ and an action a; x(t)
represents the reservoir state; α is the leak rate [17, 18]; and f() = tanh() is the hyperbolic tangent activation function (most
common type of activation function used for ESNs). The equation for the readout output y(t), which models the state-action
value function in this work, is as follows:
y(t + 1) = Woutres x(t + 1) + W
out
bias. (6)
The weight matrices W·
·
represent the connections between the nodes of the network (where res, inp, out, bias denote
reservoir, input, output and bias, respectively). All weight matrices to the reservoir (denoted as Wres
·
) are initialized ran-
domly (represented by solid arrows in Fig. 2), while all connections to the output (denoted as Wout· ) are trained (represented by
dashed arrows in Fig. 2). The initial state is set to x(0) = 0.
The randomly created Wresres matrix is rescaled such that the system is stable and the reservoir has the echo state property (i.e.,
it has a fading memory [19]). This can be accomplished by rescaling the matrix so that the spectral radius |λmax| (the largest
absolute eigenvalue) of the linearized system is smaller than one [19]. Standard settings of |λmax| lie in a range between 0.7 and
0.98 [20]. In this work, the reservoir weights (Wresres) are rescaled such that its spectral radius are |λmax| = 0.9, which sets the
dynamic regime of the reservoir to the edge of stability in order to achieve rich reservoir dynamics.
Next, consider the following notation: ni is the number of inputs; nr is the number of neurons in the reservoir; no is the
number of outputs (in this work, no = 1); and the number of training samples is ns. The output weights Wout· are trained in
batch mode using standard linear regression techniques on the reservoir states. The procedure is as follows. First, the reservoir is
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input
u(t)=[s(t) a(t)]
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y(t)~
^ ~Q(s,a)
Figure 2: Reservoir Computing network as a function approximator for reinforcement learning tasks with partially observable
environments. The reservoir is a dynamical system of recurrent nodes. Solid lines represent connections which are fixed. Dashed
lines are the connections to be trained.
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Figure 3: (a) Robot model used in the experiments: e-puck extended with longer-range distance sensors. (b) Motor primitives or
basic behaviors: left, forward and right.
driven by an input sequence u(1), . . . ,u(ns) which yields a sequence of states x(1), . . . ,x(ns) using (5). In this process, state
noise can be added to (5) for regularization purposes, but that is not used in this work because the environment is already noisy
due to wheel slippage and noisy sensors. The generated states are collected row-wise into a matrix M of size ns×(nr +1) where
the last column of M is composed of 1’s (representing the bias). The desired teacher output, the total future expected return, is
collected row-wise into a matrix Yˆ. Then, the readout output’s matrix Woutrb (i.e., the column-wise concatenation of Woutout and
W
out
bias) of size (nr + 1)× no is created by solving (in the mean square sense):
MW
out
rb = Yˆ (7)
W
out
rb = (M
⊤
M)−1M⊤Yˆ (8)
Note that the other matrices (Wresres,Wresinp,Wresbias) are not trained at all. Their initialization is presented in Section 3.2.
2.3 ROBOT MODEL
We use the e-puck robot from the Webots simulation environment [21] for the experiments in this work. Webots provides a
physics model of the e-puck robot (the simulator detects collisions and simulates physical properties of objects, such as the mass,
the velocity, the inertia, the friction, the spring and damping constants, etc.). The model is shown in Fig. 3(a). It has a 7 cm
diameter. The e-puck is equipped with 8 infra-red sensors which measure ambient light and proximity of obstacles in a range of
4 cm originally. However, the extended e-puck model used in this work has longer-range sensors capable of measuring distances
in the interval (0, 30] cm. The noise on sensors is drawn from a normal distribution N(0, 3)cm. In real-world experiments,
these longer-range sensors could be implemented by adding inexpensive infra-red range sensors to the real e-puck robot via an
extension module.
The robot has 2 stepper motors with maximum speed of 1000 steps per second, which are steered by the following 3 motor
primitives or basic behaviors in the low-level control module: forward (left wheel: 500 steps/s; right wheel: 500 steps/s), left
(left wheel: 250 steps/s; right wheel: 500 steps/s), and right (left wheel: 500 steps/s; right wheel: 250 steps/s). These motor
primitives are executed for a period of 11 timesteps in the simulator (704ms). See Fig. 3(b) for a graphical representation of the
trajectories given by each of the motor primitives. It is interesting to observe that each primitive is inherently stochastic once the
robot wheels can not reproduce the same trajectory due to non-systematic noise originated from wheel-slippage or irregularities
of the floor.
The motor primitives are designed to simplify the control task, by reducing the action space to 3 discrete actions.
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(a) 3D environment and e-puck robot
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(b) Corresponding Map in 2 dimensions
Figure 4: Rectangular environment with an obstacle between the robot and the goal location. (a) 3D environment in Webots,
with the e-puck robot in the upper part. (b) Representative map of the environment in two dimensions. The box with a point
inside represents the possible starting positions for the robot (randomly chosen), while the black and gray dashed rectangles
represent the possible circumvention areas (dependent on the initial transient stimulus) which the robot has to use to reach the
goal, represented by dashed box in light blue color.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The robot task is to learn context-dependent navigation attractors in a partially observable environment. The environment is
a rectangular arena with an obstacle between the robot and the goal location, as it can be seen in Fig. 4(a). During a simulation
experiment, each episode starts with the robot located in the upper part of the room with position randomly chosen from a small
interval defined by the solid rectangle in Fig. 4(b); the initial orientation of the robot is South, with small uniform noise added
in the range [0, 1.2] degrees. The robot is controlled according to a ǫ-greedy policy. The architecture is trained using the scheme
depicted in Fig. 1 and explained in Sections 2.1.
The task of the robot in this environment consists of navigating to the goal location, given by the light blue dashed box
in Fig. 4(b), through the left or right part of the environment, shown by black and gray dashed rectangles in the same figure,
depending on a previously received stimulus from the environment. This temporary stimulus can be implemented through the
presence/absence of an object in the environment, the on/off of a light source, or the existence/absence of a sound. In the current
experiments, this is simply implemented as an additional input signal to the reservoir which is 1.5 whenever the trajectory towards
the goal should be done via the left side and -1.5 when the this trajectory should be performed via the right side. This extra signal
is present for 2.1s in the beginning of each episode, during which the robot is not able to go left or right but only slowly forward
(meant not to bias learning). After the initial period of 2.1s, this extra input becomes zero.
One episode is finished whenever the robot reaches the goal performing the correct trajectory, hits against an obstacle, or
when the the length of the episode is greater than 60 timesteps. The reward rt is always -1, unless the robot is at the goal
location, when rt = 0. When an episode ends, the input and desired output can be computed according to equations (3) and (4).
3.2 SETTINGS
This section presents the configuration parameters. The inputs u to the network are 8 frontal distance sensors, scaled to the
interval [0,1], an action a ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and an additional input for the temporary stimulus. The reservoir size is 400 neurons for
all experiments in this work. The leak rate is α = 0.1. The input weight matrix Wresinp is initialized to -0.14, 0.14 and 0 with
probabilities 0.25, 0.25 and 0, respectively. The reservoir is sparsely connected: only 10% of the weights in Wresres are non-zero,
chosen from the set {−1, 1} with equal probability [11]. The resulting matrix Wresres is rescaled such that its spectral radius is
|λmax| = 0.9. The weights from matrix Wresbias are generated from a normal distribution N(0, 0.2).
The ǫ parameter for the policy, which corresponds to the probability of selecting random actions at each time step, is selected
from an arbitrarily chosen vector [0.9, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1, 0.01], similarly to [11]. The particular timesteps in which ǫ
changes follows a learning schedule chosen as [40, 140, 190, 220, 240, 260, 310, 330] ∗ 103 timesteps. This means, for instance,
that during the first 40.000 timesteps, ǫ = 0.9. The finite time horizon in (4) is h = 40. The discount factor is γ = 1, which
defines a shortest-path problem.
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(b) The same network but without recurrent connections
Figure 5: Average number of goals achieved per two thousand timesteps for 10 simulation experiments. The black lines represent
the goals achieved via the left trajectory, while the blue lines represent the goals achieved via right trajectory. Error bars represent
the standard deviation between runs. (a) Using the reservoir architecture presented in this chapter. (b) Using the same architecture,
but without internal memory by setting Wresres = 0.
The regression learning procedure for the reservoir architecture is executed every 1.500 timesteps considering the last E =
50.000 generated samples as learning window. These samples used for learning are generated from the interaction of the reservoir
with the environment, while samples resulting from random actions are not taken into account during learning.
3.3 RESULTS
In order to evaluate the proposed robot navigation task using the ESN, the mean number of goals achieved per 2 × 103
timesteps considering left and right trajectories separately is shown in Fig. 5(a). As time evolves, exploration decreases and the
number of goals achieved via left and right trajectories (represented by black and blue lines, respectively) increases, which shows
the capability of the architecture to learn short-term temporal dependencies in robot navigation tasks.
In Fig. 5(b), the mean number of achieved goals is computed using a memoryless architecture, implemented by simply setting
the reservoir weights Wrr to zero. It is possible to observe that the system does not learn the task correctly, preferring the right
trajectory over the left trajectory in most of the experiments because the number of goals increases for the right navigation
attractor (in blue) and decreases for the left attractor.
A single ESN can model multiple navigation attractors in a reinforcement learning task. These attractors, in the context of
reinforcement learning, are dynamic, because the agent-environment interaction changes over time. Fig. 6(a) shows how these
dynamic attractors evolves during the learning process. In the beginning, the two navigation attractors are not well formed, also
because exploration is very high. In that stage, the system performs several possible trajectories due to random actions. As the
simulation advances, the dynamic attractors are shaped so that the robot reaches the goal location performing a trajectory which
is dependent on the initial temporary stimulus given at the beginning of the run.
Fig. 6(c) shows the principal components resulting from applying PCA on the reservoir states for the last episodes of simula-
tion of Fig. 6(a). The principal component 3 encodes information used to follow the correct trajectory at the left or right side, thus
forming a short-term memory responsible for holding the initial temporary stimulus. Fig. 6(b) shows that, after convergence of
the learning process, the principal components form different trajectories in the state space according to the past stimulus given
at the beginning of the episode.
Without the fading memory of the reservoir, it is not possible to learn these navigation attractors correctly, because a memo-
ryless architecture does not hold the temporary stimulus for future moments.
4. CONCLUSION
This work has shown that an Echo State Network (ESN) can be used to model the state-action value function in non-markovian
navigation tasks. The training procedure is based on [11], consisting of an alternating sequence of simulation experiments for
samples generation and regression learning events, under a policy iteration framework (policy improvement + policy evaluation)
[15]. The ESN projects a non-Markovian input into a high-dimensional non-linear state-space with temporal dynamics. This
dynamic state-space convert the non-Markovian environment into a Markovian problem, as it automatically takes the history of
the input stream into account.
The non-markovian task of the robot in this work is similar to the T-maze task [22,23] which requires a temporal association
of a past stimulus and a future delayed reponse. However, the current work is more general in the sense that it requires to learn
attractors from the agent-environment interaction which are capable of controlling a mobile robot to the correct goal in a partially
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Figure 6: (a) A sequence of robot trajectories as learning evolves, using the ESN. Each plot shows robot trajectories in the
environment for several episodes during the learning process. In the beginning, exploration is high and several locations are
visited by the robot. As the simulation develops, two navigation attractors are formed to the left and to the right so that the agent
receives maximal reward. (b) Three principal components (PC) over time after applying PCA on the reservoir states, at the end
of the simulation corresponding to last episodes in Fig. 6(a). The fourth plot shows the robot coordinates x, y over time in the
environment. The yellow vertical lines delimit different episodes. These plots were made disregarding the initial timesteps where
the temporary stimulus is given, i.e., those initial timesteps were removed. The PC 3 encodes information used to follow the
correct trajectory (left or right), thus forming a short-term memory responsible for holding the initial stimulus. (c) 3D state space
of the principal components, where gray and black represent different trajectories in the environment.
observable environment. Instead of waiting for a delayed response, the navigation task requires that the correct attractor is learned
and chosen given a temporary stimulus at the beginning of the simulation.
There are several possible extensions of this work. First, experiments can be done with extended navigation tasks where the
robot navigates between rooms of an environment, which would allow to evaluate how the architecture scales to more complex
tasks. It would be interesting to investigate how many navigation attractors a single reservoir network can learn and how this is
related to the size of the reservoir. Finally, other techniques such as Slow Feature Analysis [24] could be investigated in order
to know whether they can help to infer hidden features of a robot environment from the reservoir states to increase performance
and scale the experiments to bigger environments.
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